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ABSTRACT

The isolation of third world scientists from the modes, of production

and from tha culture of their countries seems to te related.fo". the alienation

of the urban culture of these countries from their respective rural backgrounds.

It is suggested that this alienation may be overcome Toy directly interfacing

moderm science and technology to the corresponding elements in their rural

culture through the process of education.
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Since their independence most of the governments of the third world

countries have been engaged in an heroic effort to transform the economies of • .

their societies with the help of modern science and technology. These efforts

span-the entire Spectrum-from the products. Of modern-,technology to i t s bas is ,

modern- science. Theseendeavoui's-ftave-naturally-given, rise "to- major- cifariges - in"

"these. eouBtftes-.. "Ehe most caflspieueu-s of these changes,teing'the-growth, in . . „•

population, in gross, national.product and.in. "Urbanization'V whieh\ in'cltide, " •

growth- of ci t ies and,means of. transportation and eommunioat-irola, as well as. growth .

in the demand for the cOnsuKer goods. Ic spite of these changes,; hewe.ver, there

has not been enough corresponding, change: in the plight of the common man in

these countries. Besides•, these efforts have not helped-the third world. ..•

countries to reduce their economic and technological dependence on industralized.

countries. If, anything, this depe? <?enoe i s growing

This phenomenon has aroused a great deal of concern among, the more •

sensitive part of the el i te of Both, the third vorld and the industralized

countries. The economic, technical and poli t ical aspects of th is issue are

being hotly, debated in international forums,.. The- human aspect, of this problem,

" namely, tire-people, .responsible1 for the transfer and implementation, of science:

and. technology has, however, not received sufficient attention. These people-
2)

mainly consist at the educated urban e l i te of the third world countries t

those at , the implementation stage being mostly scientists and engineers. I t

. i s the scientists among these people.whose alienation-from their own society

will be discussed' in this art icle. .

Scientists in third world countries face isolations of several types to

varying degrees. Some of these are: i ) isolation from the main stream of

research in ones field, i i ) isolation from the processes of production and

i i i ) isolation and alienation from their own culture and society. The f i rs t

of these, the professional isolation has received considerable attention in

the past and a number of effective steps have been proposed to remedy i t '

The implementation of the system of 3abbatical leaves in the insti tut ions of

some third world countries and the establishment of centres, such as the

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, I ta ly , have gone a long

way to overcome this type of isolation, or at least to reduce i t s effects. The

need i s to extend these benefits to more scientists in the third world countries

and to establish more centres of this type in other fields of fcasie sciences

such as chemistry, biology, earth sciences, e tc .
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The other two types of isolations have also recently attracted some

attention. For example, in analogy ¥ith the famous hypothesis of 'two cultures'

of C.P. Snov, Sagasti has proposed his theory of 'two civi l izat ions ' in an

effort to understand this phenomena . His 'first civilisation • refers to that

of the-itfdus.txaltz.ed.countries, and his 'second civilization1 to t*18* of *k«

•£hlr"d. vo'rl'dcoviHtries. As he explains, modern science ami technology influences

.heavily berth.the profitictiire- fbrce-s as tfell as the cultural life and institutions

of the industralized countries. What he calls the 'second civilization-' in ,

.fact consists of two parts. One is the civilization of the urbanized educated

elite and the modern sector of production and institutions which, essentially "•

serve this elite. Rensburg refers to this elite group as an 'enclave' ,

while Sagasti considers i t as an image of the 'first civilization'. Needless

to say that scientists and technologists form a very small, and not very

influential part., of this elite, a fact which adds to their sense of isolation.

The- second, and very important, part of the 'second civilization' consists, of

tha rest, of the population along with the traditional sector of production. •

In this article, the "first civilization' , together with i t s distorted image in

third world, countries, will "be referred to as the 'urban culture' and the 'second

civilization' as" the 'rural culture'.

The urban culture

Modern science and technology i s a highly specialized product of the
'urban culture ' of western Europe. Both science and technology and the 'urban
cul ture ' are rooted in the ' rural culture' of antiquity of the time when the two
most distinctive human characterist ics, language and tools , f i rs t appeared.
Man's instinctive quest to observe and interpret natural phenomena, and his
efforts to solve his day-to-day problems, gave rise to the evolution of science
and technology as an integral part of his culture. At that time these two
act ivi t ies were likely to have been strongly inter-related and to have reinforced
one another. Some remnants of th is proto-sciencesti l l survives in his
language and the myths. Likewise the earlyproto-technology survives in the
remains of the early tools *»s well as some of the tools s t i l l in use. The
development of the more efficient modes of production about 6000 years ago -
namely in agriculture and animal husbandry, made i t both possible as vei l as
necessary to pursue science and technology In a more organized way. The develop-
ment of writing at about this time greatly facil i tated this process. I t was
therefore, in the neo-urban centres of the agricultural societies of Ifce great
river valleys, where the foundations of practical mathematics, mechanics and
astronoisy were laid for counting/measurements, construction, flood prediction

and calender making.
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The greeks who Inherited this knowledge through the epyptians, made

i t a basis of their highly developed theories and theorems. In the 7th-8th

centufy A.D, the torch of knowledge passed to the muslims, who while further

developing some at the greek tradition in mathematics, greatly emphasized the

experimental and empirical aspect of science. The reawakened Europe of the

lltth century not only inherited the muslim tradition "but also discovered the

greek tradit ion intact in i t s arabio translations. Their analysis and synthesis

of these two traditions of science together with some inputs from India and

China created a fer t i le ground for the emergence of modern science in the urban

centres of Europe of about four hundred years ago. The many inventions which

this atmosphere motivated paved the way for the industrial revolution which

revolutionized european production. The subsequent strong interaction between

science , technology and production no. only propelled european domination of the

rest of the world, but also led to the i r own exponential growth*

This brief background brings forth two aspects of modern science and

technology, l) The urban origins of science and technology and the strong

imprint of the european urban culture on i t . 2) The emergence of strong links

between science, technology and production after the i r relative estrangement

during the early urbanization. This last fact i s now becoming quite evident

when science-based technologies have ini t ia ted the 'second industrial

revolution'.

The rural culture

As distinct from the 'urban culture ' which, above a l l , i s a culture of
the ' s c r i p t ' , and is •becoming more and more a 'media' culture, 'rural culture1

i s basically an oral culture. I t i s a culture of unmediated experiences,
observations and, apart from fiction, of f i rs t hand accounts of these tvo.
These experiences, observations and accounts, do not come through edited media.
The ' rural culture ' has both i t s strengths and weaknesses. I t s strength l ies
in the fact that i t avoids the distortions which can occur through the 'media1.
I t s greatest weakness i s that i t is unsystematic and non-accumulative.

Hural culture happens to be the dominant culture of the third world

countries in more than one way. F i rs t , there are spoken languages in many

third world countries which are s t i l l not written. Second, the societies of

most of the third world countries are predominantly rural in character with

less than fifty per cent urbanization. Besides, their urban centres have

undergone an almost exponential growth in recent decades and i s s t i l l continuing-

which means that even the majority of the neo-urbanities have a rural character.

Third, the adult l i teracy in most of these countries is even less than the i r
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degree of urbanization. And like urbanization the growth in li teracy is also

a recent phenomenon. The consequence of the last two facts i s that although a

large number of people in these countries may speak lanjjuages with long written

tradi t ions, they themselves are alien to this t radit ion. Apart from the oral

aspect of the 'rural culture' just mentioned, i t has a quenched-in tradition of

science and technology not much advanced than that of the early agricultural

societies. Another important characteristic of the 'rural cul ture ' is that

in spite of I t s dominant oral character, i t is a ' s i l en t ' culture as far as the

transmission of ski l ls i s concerned, as these are transmitted from generation

to generation mainly through observational learning.

The present t hird world countries did have their urban centres with
their inst i tut ions of science and learning and their guilds of arts and crafts .
The european domination of these countries, however interrupted the functioning
and natural development of these inst i tut ions. The local modes of productions
were re-oriented, if not altogether disrupted, to supply raw materials to the
growing european industry, and at the same time to create markets for their
finished products. Similarly, the traditional educational system was ignored
and their role was replaced by new insti tut ions which produce manpower for
helping in the then colonial administration and i t s various services. This
neo-educated e l i t e , the main consumer of imported goods, also provided model
l i fe styles to be emulated by the rest of the society. Needless to say, that
this legacy of the past is s t i l l strongly reflected in the modes of production
of the modern sector as well as the present systems of education of most of the
third world countries. I t i s therefore, not surprising, to find an image of
the ' f i r s t c ivi l izat ion ' flourish in the urban centres of the third world
countries.

Roots of alienation

The isolation and alienation of the scientists in the third world

countries from their culture and society and from the process of production in

their countries Is a consequence of the same process which led to the alienation

of the 'urban culture' in these countries from their rural background. This

process starts in early childhood from the day of enrolment in the elementary

school. Prom those among them hailing from the 'urban cuLtiire' the schooling

merely furthers the process of alienation which already exists in their sub-
the

culture- For / majority of them with rural background (the schooling ignores and

even undermines the parallel informal education which these children receive in

their homes and their societies. This informal education is nothing but the

•natural' process through which all children start their initial learning,
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and which in the 'rural culture' continues throughout their lives. The schools,
instead of refining and further developing this process of learning and rein-
forcing i t with the more powerful learning processes of the 'script' and the
'media1, disoontinuously replaces it with the latter. The rich contents of the
'rural culture' especially those related to science and technology, suffer the

T)same fate. This results in the well-known 'discontinuity' between formal
and informal education, which not only leads to the two types of isolations
mentioned earlier, tut also, in a majority of cases, cripples the very instinctive
urge to learn.

Some remedies

The process of learning has three components; the contents to be
learnt, the medium and the method through which learning takes place. Needless
to say, that these three components are not independent, and a priori fixed.
They reinforce each other and develop in the course of learning. The relevant
contents from the point of view of the present article are those aspects , general
as well as specific, of modern science and technology the acquisition of which
will in the short term (say a generation) arrest, and in the long term (a few
generations) erase the presently growing economic and technological dependence
of third -world nations on the industralized nations. What are these features?
To begin with one may start with the standard texts on the subjects of science
and technology. But the important point here is not so much the exact nature
of these contents as the underlying assumptions for assimilating these contents
into the local culture. The most basic of these assumptions concerns the state
of the mind of the students. Are these empty? If not, do these contain any
relevant material? Contrary to the prevailing implicit and explicit assumptions,
i t is the theses of this article that the mind of a typical student in a third
world country (like any other student) is not only not empty, but that i t
contains and in the process of informal education, acquires palevant material.
Such material is of two types: 1) Upto the school going age the child has
already acquired some feelings for the basic notions of conservation, numbers,
space, time, motion and equilibrium etc. These notions are coded in his

language {his mother tongue) and will continue to get enriched, unless, of course,
his schooling interferes with this process, 2) As already mentioned earlier,
the child's cultural background has some proto-science contained in the language,
in the myths and in the proto-technology of the traditional tools of his society.
These rudiments of science and technology, if excavated and refined, and
incorporated at appropriate levels in the curricula, could serve as an effective
interface between his culture and modern science and technology. Finally, science
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ana technology should not be taught as a ready made recipe to be svallowed by
the students. Rather, it should be taught in its historical perspective go as

to give the students a glimpse of the excitements and the frustrations of i t s

pioneers.

The process of learning can take place through one or more of the
following media, l) Activity based, or enactive, 2) observational based, or
iconic , 3) oral inter-communication, or dialogue , h) written script and
5) modern communication media, such as radio, television and computer, etc.
In some sense learning through radio and cassette resembles that through oral
communication except that i t lacks the very crucial element of dialogue.
Similarly, television has some features of iconic and oral communication without
the element of the' dialogue, while computer based learning endeavours to
incorporate some aspects of the'enactive, iconic and oral learning. All of
these modern media, however, can arrest only "snap shots" of real-life
situations and have to be edited which makes them devoid of, the richness so
essential for the process of learning.

As mentioned earlier the skills of the 'rural culture" are mainly
transmitted through the iconic and enactive modes and very seldom, if at a l l ,
t>y neans of dialogue. Most of the schools in the third world countries, on
the other hand, at the very outset subject the students to heavy drills in
reading and writing (and in some cases even that not in their mother tongue)
to the exclusion of the first three modes of learning. What needs to be done
is to help the students continue their learning process through the first three
modes, namely, enactive, or "play", iconic and dialogue. These may, where-
ever possiblet be supplemented, and only supplemented not replaced, by the
modern audio-visual aids. Reading and writing, to begin with, in the mother
tongue , may be introduced very gradually giving the students, especially
those from the rural.backgroundr enough time to get used to this new medium.

As f « as the method of education goes, it seems that i t is best to
12)combine education with play at the earlier stages , and education with

k)production at the latter stages of formal education. While introducing new
things, ideas or concepts, students, especially those at the elementary stage,
should be given enough time to "construct, test, probe and experiment without
superimposed questions or instructions -the messing about phase". As
Professor Hawkins further explains, this phase is important above all because
i t carries into the school that which is the source of most of what they have
already learnt. The root of their moral, intellectual and aesthetic develop-
ment. Messing about evolves with the child and thus changes its quality.
It 'becomes a way of working that is no longer childish. Though i t remains child-
like , the kind of self^disciplined probing and exploring that is the essence of

creativity. -6-



Conclusion

In this article it has been suggested that modern science and technology

(ST) is a highly specialized product of the west european urban culture, c. One

of the main characteristics of this culture is the -script" and more recently

the 'media", Naturally ST has a strong inprint of c. The third world societies

have two sub cultures; an urban culture (c')» which has 'become alienated from

its rural background and a rural culture (C). The main characteristic of the

rural culture is its oral tradition. Experiences and skills in the rural

culture are transmitted from generation to generation mainly through enactive

(activity baaed) and iconic (observation based) modes and very little through

dialogue. Also, this culture has a quenched-in tradition of science and

technology (s,t) not much advanced than the early river valley civilizations.

The urban culture of third world countries has inputs "both from ST and through

it, from the vestern culture (̂  as well as from its own rural background

s,t, i.e,C'(ST,C,s,t)wherea3 the rural culture mainly depends on s and t;

C(s,t). Finally, it is suggested that instead the current effort of modernization

of trying to couple ST through C , one should strengthen and develop C and

s and t and couple these directly to ST.
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